GREENS & LET TUCE SALAD MIXES
Johnny's offers exclusive mixes of lettuces and greens that can be harvested at 3–4 weeks for use as salad mix. Our mixes are balanced for color, texture, and
flavor. Brassica greens germinate and grow faster than lettuces but are susceptible to flea beetles; our mixes separate these groups so you can synchronize
your sowings and optimize the use of row covers to control flea beetles. Varieties are subject to change depending upon availability.

NEW

Cheap Frills Mix

Elegance Greens Mix

Starstruck Lettuce Mix

Allstar Gourmet Lettuce Mix

Encore Lettuce Mix

Five Star Greenhouse Lettuce Mix

Wildfire Lettuce Mix

Greens
Cheap Frills Mix 4087

Lettuce
21 days.

EXCLUSIVE! Our frilliest greens mix. A colorful
kaleidoscope of highly textured leaves which provides
visual interest and excellent loft. An exceptional
combination of textures, flavors, and colors with a
higher proportion of both red and green, frilled leaves.

Elegance Greens Mix 653
Kalebration Kale Mix

21 days.

EXCLUSIVE! Stunning colors. Colors range from darkand bronze-red to bluish green. The combination of
flavors and textures makes this a beautiful salad. Includes
pac choi, red mustard, mizuna, and leaf broccoli.

Kalebration Kale Mix 4091

29 days.

EXCLUSIVE! Gorgeous baby kale mix. A brilliant
blend of rich greens and reds that shows deep color
contrast in all growing slots. Striking the right balance
of colors and textures, this mix can be marketed on its
own or added to baby leaf lettuce. Strong regrowth
allows for cut-and-come-again harvesting. Selected for
baby-leaf production.
Ovation Greens Mix

Premium Greens Mix

Ovation Greens Mix 2697G 21 days.
EXCLUSIVE! Organic greens mix. A great
combination of both mild and spicy ingredients.
Includes red mustard, mizuna, tatsoi, kale, and arugula.
NOTE: To increase the expression of red coloration, sow
seed more sparsely. J
Premium Greens Mix 650 21 days.
EXCLUSIVE! Dynamic range of leaf shapes and
colors. An amazing palette of greens and reds in
an array of leaf shapes and textures. The flavors are
equally diverse: spicy to mild to slightly sweet. Includes
red mustard, red mizuna, green mustard, Chinese
cabbage, and tatsoi.

NEW Starstruck Lettuce Mix 4462 38 days.
EXCLUSIVE! Crunchy, juicy blend. Everyone wants crunch in their
mixes, but crunchy baby leaf varieties can be hard to find... until now! We
selected crunchy and crispy types — including new, never-before-seen
varieties from independent breeders — and formulated this mix to strike
the right balance of color, leaf shape, and growth rate. For maximum
crunch, grow from early spring to late fall. Includes red romaine, green
romaine, green oakleaf, and red oakleaf lettuces. MT0-30.

Allstar Gourmet Lettuce Mix 2301 28 days.
EXCLUSIVE! Our most popular mix. This specially designed blend
combines a variety of colors with ruffled edges and unique leaf shapes
for a balanced mix with high loft, interesting texture, good shelf life,
and gourmet appearance. Includes green oakleaf, red oakleaf, green
romaine, red romaine, lollo rossa, and red leaf lettuces.

Encore Lettuce Mix 2366G

Five Star Greenhouse Lettuce Mix 192 35 days. (HR: DM.)

EXCLUSIVE! Strong downy mildew resistance. The components
were selected for their uniform growth rates, ability to hold their
color (especially red leaf varieties) and resistance to downy mildew.
Includes green oakleaf, red oakleaf, red romaine, green leaf, and red
leaf lettuces. Ideal for fall and winter production under protected
cover. MT0-30. CH

Wildfire Lettuce Mix 2850

28 days.

EXCLUSIVE! High percentage of red leaves. This blend was
created for high color contrast of the darkest red varieties paired with
vibrant green varieties. Includes green oakleaf, red oakleaf, green
romaine, red romaine, and red leaf lettuces.
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28 days.

EXCLUSIVE! An all-organic lettuce mix. A stunning mix of
different colors, shapes, and textures. Similar to our popular Allstar
Gourmet Lettuce Mix, but organic. Includes green oakleaf, red
oakleaf, green romaine, red romaine, lollo rossa, red leaf, and bibb
lettuces. J
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MICROGREENS MIXES
We select microgreen varieties with superior performance, yield, visual appeal, and — most importantly — flavor. We offer five exclusive mixes, as well as
more organic options, to help you bring new and unique products to the marketplace. Varieties are subject to change depending upon availability.

Kalefetti Mix

Rainbow Sprinkles Mix

Mild Micro Mix

Confetti Mix

Spicy Micro Mix

Kalefetti Mix 4175M

Rainbow Sprinkles Mix

Confetti Mix

10-15 days. Brassica spp.

16-25 days. Beta vulgaris

10-15 days. Raphanus sativus

EXCLUSIVE! Vivid kale colors. A new way for
kale-lovers to get a daily dose. Colorful and nutritious
mixture formulated for appearance and overall
performance in microgreen production. Includes a
variety of leaf types in bright green, dark green, and
purple with green, pink, and purple stems. Mild kale
flavor. H

EXCLUSIVE! The best of beets and chard. A
bright and cheerful mix that offers maximum color
at the micro stage. Includes both red and green,
lofty leaves as well as a rainbow of stem and vein
colors: bright and light pink, orange, red, and yellow.
Varieties are selected for similar maturity dates and
seed sizes, so trays germinate evenly. H

EXCLUSIVE! Easy, fast, and colorful. A vibrant,
mildly spicy blend of purple and green radish
leaves with red, purple, and pink stems. Micro
radish greens are lofty and add weight to a mix,
resulting in a heavier bagged product. A visually
stunning, flavorful mix for ultimate plate appeal. H

Mild Micro Mix
10-15 days. Brassica spp.

EXCLUSIVE! Easy to grow. This mix of mildly
flavored brassicas contains mizuna, cabbage, kale,
and kohlrabi. Mostly green with a touch of red. H

2566G Organic J
2566 Conventional

4106MG Organic J
4106M Conventional

4119MG Organic J
4119M Conventional
Spicy Micro Mix

MORE ONLINE

10-15 days. Brassica spp.

For more mixes, visit:
• Johnnyseeds.com/greens-mixes
• Johnnyseeds.com/lettuce-mixes
• Johnnyseeds.com/micro-mixes

EXCLUSIVE! Great for beginners. A colorful blend
of red and green mustards with various textures.
Spicy flavor pairs well with the Mild Micro Mix. H

2567G Organic J
2567 Conventional
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